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Danger on a Dirigible
Example Gameplay Walkthrough
Setup:
There are seven (7) players, so the Sunrise Takeoff side of the board is used.
The Character Tiles and meeples are handed out and all the meeples are
placed in the boarding area, standing up.
The Banker is chosen as the Lead Sleuth, who takes the Lead Sleuth Card.
The Banker places the Slider Clip on round five (5), and collects five (5)
Clothes Tiles and two (2) Bomb Tiles per the table printed on the board for
seven (7) players. The Banker shuffles the Evidence Tiles in the Evidence
Bag, and passes the bag around the table. Each player takes one tile and
places it facedown in front of them. The Photographer and Lieutenant
drew Bomb Tiles, so they are the Saboteurs for the game (a bomb picture is
next to their Character Tile in the graphic below, but there is no such
indication in the actual game).
The Banker shuffles an extra Bomb Tile and Luggage Tile facedown, places
one tile facedown on the Evidence Bag for the First Evidence, and puts the
other tile back in the game box. The Banker instructs everyone to close
their eyes, except for the Saboteurs, who open their eyes. The Banker
reveals the First Evidence Tile to the Saboteurs, which happens to be a Bomb
Tile. The Banker places the Bomb Tile in the Evidence Bag while still
keeping eyes closed.

Round 1, Phase 1: Boarding the Airship
Since it is the first round, the movement phase consists of each meeple
moving from the boarding area to any of the four rooms of the dirigible. The
Banker moves first since that character is the Lead Sleuth. Movement
continues to the left with the Chef and ends with the Helmsman.

Round 1, Phase 2: Accusation
The players debate about which player to accuse and send to the Brig. The
Doctor thinks that the Banker is a Saboteur, so the Doctor directs the
Lead Sleuth (who happens to be the Banker) to call a vote for the Banker.
A vote is called and the players indicate with thumbs up or down if they
choose to accuse. Only three players vote in favor of accusing the Banker,
so, since a majority was not reached, the vote fails.

Round 1, Phase 2: Accusation (Continued)
Now the Banker thinks that the Doctor is a Saboteur, so the Banker
announces that a vote will be called for the Doctor. This time four (4) people
vote to accuse, so the vote is successful and the Doctor takes the role of the
Accused Passenger.

Round 1, Phase 3: Escort and Evidence Transfer
Since the Photographer is the only other character in the room with the
Doctor, the Photographer is the Escort for this phase. The Doctor
receives the Evidence Bag, and blindly places the Evidence Tiles she owns
into the bag. The Photographer moves the Doctor’s meeple into the Brig
and places it facedown to indicate that the Doctor has no Evidence Tiles.
The Evidence Bag now has the Bomb from the First Evidence, and the
Clothes from the Doctor.

Round 1, Phase 3: Escort and Evidence Transfer (Cont’d)
The Evidence Bag is now passed to the Escort, who is the Photographer.
The Photographer places the Evidence Tile in his/her possession into the
Evidence Bag so that there are now three (3) tiles in it. The Photographer
looks into the Evidence Bag and sees that there are two (2) Bomb Tiles and
one (1) Clothes Tile. The Photographer lies to the other players and tells
them that there are two (2) Clothes Tiles and one (1) Bomb Tile in the bag, so
as not to give away that the Photographer started with a bomb as well.

Since leaving two Bomb Tiles in the bag would reveal that the Photographer is a Saboteur in the Evidence Transfer action, the Photographer
chooses a Bomb Tile as her one (1) tile to keep and places it facedown.

The Photographer chooses to pass the bag with the remaining evidence
tiles to the Helmsman.

The Helmsman adds the tiles in the bag to his own, so that the
Helmsman has two (2) Clothes Tiles and one (1) Bomb Tile. The
Helmsman tells the other players that there was one (1) Bomb Tile in the
bag, and he is innocent, so it should stay in his safekeeping until the end of
the game. The problem is that only the Helmsman and the Saboteurs know
for certain that the Helmsman is telling the truth and is an Innocent
Passenger.

The round is ended, and the Lead Sleuth Card is passed from the Banker to
the Chef . The Turn Tracker on the Lead Sleuth Card is moved down to four
(4). All the meeples are moved to the Promenade area of their current room,
except for the Doctor, who remains in the Brig.

Round 2, Phase 1: Movement
The next round begins with each player moving their meeple up to one space
from their current location. Since they are playing on the Sunrise Takeoff side
of the board, they also have the option to stay in their current room. The
Chef moves first, since he is the Lead Sleuth. Movement continues to the
Chef’s left, but skips the Doctor since she is in the Brig. After the Banker
moves, the board looks like the picture below.

After all the other players have moved, the Doctor now moves to the Private
Cabin. The Doctor is not allowed to move to the Engine Room, since the
Lead Sleuth is currently in that room.

Round 2, Phase 2: Accusation
Based on a request from the Lieutenant, the Lead Sleuth (the Chef) calls a
vote for the Starlet. The Doctor is not allowed to participate in the vote
because she does not have any Evidence Tiles in her possession (her meeple
is facedown to indicate this). Three of the players vote to accuse the Starlet
and three vote not to accuse. Since the vote is a tie, the Lead Sleuth casts
the tie breaking vote, which is to accuse the Starlet.

Round 2, Phase 3: Escort and Evidence Transfer
The Escort for the Starlet is the player in the room who is closest in turn
order to the Lead Sleuth (Chef). In this case, the Doctor is the Escort. The
Starlet takes the Evidence Bag and places all the Evidence Tiles she has
into the bag. She also places her meeple facedown in the Brig to indicate that
she does not have any more Evidence Tiles.

The Evidence Bag is passed to the Doctor. Since the Doctor does not
have any Evidence Tiles, no additional tiles are placed in the bag. The
Doctor looks in the bag and takes out the one and only Evidence Tile and
places it facedown in front of her. Since no Evidence Tiles remain in the bag,
the bag is not passed to another player for Evidence Transfer. The Doctor
chooses to share with the group that the tile she picked up is a Clothes Tile,
which would indicate that the Starlet is innocent (if the Doctor is to be
believed by the other players). The Doctor stands her meeple back up,
since she now has an Evidence Tile and can vote.

The round is ended, and the Lead Sleuth Card is passed from the Chef to the
Doctor. The Turn Tracker on the Lead Sleuth Card is moved down to three
(3). All the meeples are moved to the Promenade area of their current room,
except for the Starlet, who remains in the Brig.

Rounds 3 through 5: Summary
The game continues for three more rounds, each consisting of the Movement,
Accusation, and Escort and Evidence Transfer phases. At the end of the fifth
round, the winning team is determined by who possesses the Bomb Tiles.

Winning Scenario: Innocent Passengers Win
The scenario in the picture below shows and end game condition where the
Innocent Passengers win. The three (3) Bomb Tiles are in the possession of
the Chef, Starlet, and the Helmsman, all who are Innocent Passengers.
The Saboteurs (the Lieutenant and the Photographer) do not have any
of the Bombs, so the Saboteurs lose and the Innocent Passengers win.

Winning Scenario: Saboteurs Win
The scenario in the picture below shows and end game condition where the
Saboteurs win. The Photographer, who is a Saboteur, has two (2) of the
Bomb Tiles. Since a Saboteur has at least one Bomb Tile, the Saboteurs win
the game.

